
The pillow collection pairs centuries-old chain stitch techniques with contemporary design. Each pillow is meticulously 
embroidered by hand using the finest 3-ply New Zealand wool. The wool is hand dyed, which adds depth and nuance to 
the color.  Master artisans embroider fields of small, dense stitches that give the designs movement, luster, texture, and 
durability. Some styles incorporate rayon yarns to impart lustrous highlights throughout. Textural contrasts between wool 
and rayon, as well as straight rows of stitches, add depth to the embroidery.  

JUDY  ROSS TEXTILES

About Our Products

Judy Ross Textiles’ products are made by hand using the finest quality materials, such as New Zealand wool and fine 
rayon threads. Our highly skilled artisans have been making our products for more than twenty years.  We introduce a new 
collection twice a year, working closely with our dyers to produce new colors and adding new designs.



About Our Artisans

Chain stitch is a 2,500-year-old artisanal embroidery technique originally used by Kashmiri men to embellish shawls 
with paisley and floral patterns.  The needle passes through the fabric once per stitch to create a distinctive chain-like 
pattern. An embroiderer can be both swift and precise, controlling the tightness of the stitch and the direction of the 
embroidered even in complex designs.  We take pride in helping to preserve this centuries-old tradition.   

Judy Ross’ passion for chain stitch developed when she traveled in India working as an independent textile designer.  
Judy lived on a houseboat on Upper Dal Lake, and collaborated with the master embroiderers to enhance the traditional 
appearance of chain stitch by using the straight, up-and-down stitches and dense, completely embroidered fields of 
flawless stitches that you can see today in our line of impeccably stitched contemporary pillows. 



“Judy’s graphic designs are unmistakably hers.  She’s forever evolving her sensibilities, but 
there’s a constant thread that has run through her beautiful merchandise  for decades.”

About Judy Ross Textiles

Judy Ross Textiles is a New York based textile design studio that produces beautiful handmade furnishings for 
residential, office, and hospitality settings.  In addition to twice-yearly seasonal collections, we collaborate with interior 
designers and architects on custom projects.  From pillows to curtains to rugs, these bespoke works can be seen in luxury 
hotels, buzzworthy restaurants, and homes around the globe.  Clients include Ritz Carlton, Four Seasons, Grand Hyatt, 
Wyndham Worldwide, and W Hotels.


